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Abstract—In this paper, optimal filter design for generalized
frequency-division multiplexing (GFDM) is considered under two
design criteria: rate maximization and out-of-band (OOB) emis-
sion minimization. First, the problem of GFDM filter optimization
for rate maximization is formulated by expressing the transmis-
sion rate of GFDM as a function of GFDM filter coefficients. It is
shown that Dirichlet filters are rate-optimal in additive white Gaus-
sian noise channels with no carrier frequency offset (CFO) under
linear zero-forcing (ZF) or minimum mean-square error (MMSE)
receivers, but in general channels perturbed by CFO a properly
designed nontrivial GFDM filter can yield better performance than
Dirichlet filters by adjusting the subcarrier waveform to cope with
the channel-induced CFO. Next, the problem of GFDM filter design
for OOB emission minimization is formulated by expressing the
power spectral density of the GFDM transmit signal as a function
of GFDM filter coefficients, and it is shown that the OOB emission
can be reduced significantly by designing the GFDM filter prop-
erly and there is a tradeoff between the transmission rate and OOB
radiation for GFDM with linear receivers. Finally, joint design of
GFDM filter and window for the two design criteria is considered.

Index Terms—Generalized frequency-division multiplexing,
waveform design, filter design, dirichlet filter, single-carrier
frequency-division multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY active research is on-going regarding wave-
form design for 5G wireless communication beyond or-

thogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) which has
been used for 4G [1]. The main drive for the design of a
new waveform is Internet-Of-Things (IoT) applications and
machine-type communication (MTC) in 5G, where many low-
cost sensors and devices transmit their information with rough
synchronization (or possibly asynchronously) to data collect-
ing centers through 5G networks. Thus, a new waveform that
has low latency and low OOB emission and is robust against
CFO and timing offset (TO) is necessary. Among multi-carrier
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(MC)-based waveforms beyond OFDM, there are Filter-Bank
MC (FBMC), Universal Filtered MC (UFMC), GFDM and so
on as candidates for the 5G new waveform to meet such require-
ments [1]. FBMC can have low OOB emission and robustness
against TO and CFO by designing a long prototype filter ex-
tending over multiple symbol intervals based on Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle [2]–[6], but it has long delay and should
have receiver equalization instead of simply adding cyclic pre-
fix (CP) to cope with channel’s delay spread. On the other
hand, UFMC [7], [8] and GFDM [9]–[12] respectively perform
subband filtering and circular convolution filtering within one
symbol to achieve such goals. Thus, they have the advan-
tage of low delay, and equalization can be avoided by sim-
ply attaching a CP to each symbol since processing is con-
tained within one symbol. Especially, GFDM is an extension of
single-carrier frequency-division multiplexing (SC-FDM) used
for 4G uplink and has an additional advantage of low peak-
to-average-power ratio (PAPR) due to its subsymbol structure.
There has been a line of research on GFDM regarding its
performance and implementation with several candidate fil-
ters such as raised-cosine (RC), Gaussian or Xia filters for
GFDM filters [9]–[12]. However, optimal GFDM filters have
not been obtained. In this paper, we consider GFDM and pro-
vide a systematic framework for optimal filter design for GFDM
based on a rigorous rate analysis for GFDM under several re-
ceivers including linear matched-filter (MF), ZF and MMSE
receivers.

Contributions and Notations: The contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows:

� A rigorous rate analysis on GFDM systems is provided
and the transmission rate is derived as an explicit function
of GFDM filter coefficients in the AWGN channel case. It
is shown that in AWGN channels with no CFO, Dirichlet
filters are rate-optimal under linear ZF or MMSE receivers.

� The OOB radiation minimization problem under a rate
loss constraint is formulated, and it is shown that signif-
icant OOB emission reduction can be achieved without
rate loss by designing the GFDM filter properly if nonlin-
ear successive interference cancellation (SIC) is assumed
at the receiver.

� A framework for GFDM filter design for rate maximiza-
tion in uplink GFDM networks perturbed by CFO is pre-
sented and it is shown that proper GFDM filtering can
yield better rate performance than Dirichlet filters in this
case.

1053-587X © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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TABLE I
TABLE OF NOTATIONS

� Finally, joint design frameworks of GFDM filter and win-
dow are proposed to enhance the performance of GFDM
further.

The notations of this paper are summarized in Table I.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We first consider GFDM transmission without windowing
by postponing joint design of GFDM filter and window to
Section V. Let s[i] = [s0 [i], · · · , sN −1 [i]]T be the data vector
composed of the N complex data subsymbols s0 [i], · · · , sN −1 [i]
carried by the i-th GFDM symbol. Since each symbol process-
ing is independent and identical in GFDM, we consider one
symbol time interval with the symbol time index omitted. In
GFDM, the data vector s is decomposed into K subvectors each
with size M as

s = [s0 , · · · , sN −1 ]T = [sT
0 , · · · , sT

K−1 ]
T , (1)

sk = [skM , · · · , skM +M −1 ]T , k = 0, · · · ,K − 1,

where K is the number of subcarriers and M is the number of
subsymbols carried by one subcarrier such that N = MK. In
GFDM, subvector sk is carried by the k-th subcarrier based on
time-domain filtering. That is, skM +m is carried on the m-th
subsymbol in the k-th subcarrier with the shaping pulse [9]

g̃k ,m [n] = g̃[n − mK]eι2πkn/K , n = 0, · · · , N − 1, (2)

where n is the time sample or chip index, and g̃[n − mK] is
the mK-sample circularly shifted version of the time-domain

GFDM filter g[n]. Thus, the transmit signal of GFDM for one
symbol time interval is expressed as [9], [11]

x[n] =
K−1∑

k=0

xk [n], n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, (3)

where xk [n] =
∑M −1

m=0 g̃k ,m [n]skM +m =
∑M −1

m=0 g̃[n − mK]
eι2πkn/K skM +m .

A. The Matrix Transmit Signal Model

The transmit signal (3) can be written in a matrix form as

x = Φs, (4)

where x = [x[0], · · · , x[N − 1]]T and Φ is an N × N matrix
given by [Φ]n,kM +m = g̃k ,m [n]. The matrix Φ can be expressed
as the product of several relevant matrices [11]. First, note that
xk [n] in (3) can be rewritten as

xk [n] =

[(
M −1∑

m=0

δ[n − mK]

)
� g[n]

]
eι2πkn/K skM +m ,

(5)
where � denotes the N -point circular convolution, and the sig-
nal (5) can be rewritten based on the properties of discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) as (6) [11], shown at the bottom of the
page. Note in (6) that

DFTN

(
M −1∑

m=0

sk [m]δ[n − mK]

)
=

1√
K

⎡

⎢⎣
WM sk

...
WM sk

⎤

⎥⎦

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭
N,

DFTN (g[n]) is the N -point frequency response of the GFDM
filter g[n], and convolution with DFTN

(
eι2πkn/K

)
corresponds

to kM -sample circular shift with scaling
√

N in the frequency
domain. Applying the above observations to (6), we can rewrite
the GFDM transmit signal (4) as

x = WH
N

K−1∑

k=0

P̃k Γ̃R̃WM sk , (7)

where R̃ is the repetition matrix given by

R̃ = [IM , · · · , IM ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
K

T ,

Γ̃ is the N × N diagonal frequency-domain filtering matrix
containing

√
MDFTN (g[n]) as its diagonal elements, and P̃k

is the N × N permutation matrix implementing kM -sample
circular shifting [11].

In typical GFDM systems, the frequency response of the
pulse shaping filter g[n] is designed to be zero except LM
samples. In this case, R̃, Γ̃ and P̃k in (7) can be replaced with

xk [n] = IDFTN

(
DFTN

([(
M −1∑

m=0

skM +m δ[n − mK]

)
� g[n]

]
eι2πkn/K

))

= IDFTN

(
DFTN

(
M −1∑

m=0

skM +m δ[n − mK]

)
· DFTN (g[n]) � DFTN

(
eι2πkn/K

))
. (6)
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the reduced-size L times repetition matrix R , the LM × LM
diagonal frequency-domain filtering matrix Γ, and the N × LM
permutation matrix Pk , respectively. In the example of a RC or
square-root RC (RRC) filter g[n] with a roll-off factor α ∈ [0, 1],
the repetition factor L is two and signal mixing for desired
properties by GFDM occurs only with two adjacent subcarriers
for each subcarrier [9]. In this paper, we consider the mostly-
considered case of L = 2 as in [9], [11] from here on. In this
case, we have [11]

x = WH
N

K−1∑

k=0

PkΓRWM sk , (8)

where R = [IM IM ]T , Γ = [Γ
( f )

0
0

Γ( r ) ] = diag(γ0 , γ1 , · · · ,
γ2M −1), and Pk is the N × 2M subcarrier mapping matrix
for the k-th subcarrier which is given by

Pk =

⎡

⎣
0M · · · 0M IM︸︷︷︸

k−th

· · · 0M

0M · · · IM 0M · · · 0M

⎤

⎦
T

. (9)

Here, Γ(f ) and Γ(r) are diagonal matrices with size M , and
γ0 , · · · , γ2M −1 are the design variables in GFDM filter design.
The data model (8) can further be expressed as

x = WH
N Pdiag(F, · · · ,F)s, (10)

where

P = [P0 , · · · ,PK−1 ] and F = ΓRWM . (11)

Thus, Φ in (4) is given by

Φ = WH
N Pdiag(F, · · · ,F). (12)

Note that GFDM with the repetition factor L = 1 subsumes
OFDM, single-carrier (SC), and SC-FDM. When L = 1, K =
N , and M = 1, the corresponding GFDM is OFDM. When L =
1, K = 1, and M = N , the corresponding GFDM is SC. When
L = 1, 1 < M < N , Γ = IM (i.e., the filter g[n] is a Dirichlet
filter which is the RC filter with roll-off factor α = 0), and
Pk = [0, · · · , IM , · · · ,0]T , the corresponding GFDM reduces
to SC-FDM [9].

We assume that the data subvectors sk , k = 0, · · · ,K − 1
are zero-mean independent Gaussian random vectors with sk ∼
CN (0, PsI), where Ps is the data subsymbol power. Then, the
total transmit power Pt of one GFDM symbol is obtained from
(8) as

Pt = E{tr(xxH )} = Ps

K−1∑

k=0

tr(PkΓRWM WH
M RH ΓH PH

k )

= KPs

2M −1∑

m=1

|γm |2 , (13)

where the fact that WM WH
M = I and PH

k Pk = I and the struc-
ture of R are used. We set Pt = NPs to have a normalized filter
power constraint

2M −1∑

m=1

|γm |2 = M. (14)

B. The Channel and Receiver Model

We assume that a CP of size Ncp samples is added to the
transmit signal vector x in (10) in the time domain to yield
the CP-added transmit signal x̄ = [x[N − Ncp ], · · · , x[N − 1],
x[0], · · · , x[N − 1]]T . This CP-added signal vector x̄ is trans-
mitted through a multipath fading channel with an Ncp -tap finite
impulse response (FIR) h = [h[0], · · · , h[Ncp − 1]]T and is re-
ceived at the receiver with AWGN to yield the received signal
vector ȳ = [y[−Ncp ], · · · , y[−1], y[0], · · · , y[N − 1]]T . At the
receiver, the first Ncp samples of ȳ corrupted by inter-block in-
terference are removed. Thus, the CP-portion-removed received
signal vector y = [y[0], · · · , y[N − 1]]T is given by

y = Hx + n = HΦs + n, (15)

where H is the N × N circulant channel matrix with the
first column given by [hT 0T ]T , and the noise vector n ∼
CN (0, σ2

nI) with the noise variance σ2
n .∗

We consider standard receivers. In linear receivers, an esti-
mate of the symbol vector for further processing is obtained
as ŝ = Ly. The MF receiver L = ΦH is simple and aims at
maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each subsym-
bol without considering interference. In the case of OFDM and
SC-FDM, the MF receiver L = ΦH diagonalizes the circulant
channel matrix H, since WN HWH

N is a diagonal matrix, and
separates the subcarrier channels without inter-subcarrier inter-
ference. In nontrivial GFDM, however, symbol mixing is made
intentionally to achieve certain design goals as seen in (8) with
the repetition matrix R and the summation operation. Thus,
the simple MF receiver experiences inter-subcarrier interference
and this inter-subcarrier interference limits the performance of
the MF receiver in GFDM. To eliminate the inter-subcarrier in-
terference, SIC can be employed on top of the MF receiver for
GFDM, or the linear ZF receiver L = (HΦ)−1 or the linear
MMSE receiver L = ((σ2

n/Ps)IN + ΦH HH HΦ)−1ΦH HH

can be used with reduced complexity.

III. RATE ANALYSIS FOR GFDM IN THE AWGN CASE

In this section, we analyze the rate of GFDM with the re-
ceivers considered in Section II-B and derive a rate-optimal
GFDM filter for linear ZF or MMSE receivers in the AWGN
channel case with no CFO, which is one of the most important
channel models in communication.

A. The MF or MF/SIC Receiver Case

The signal estimate of the MF receiver is given by

ŝ = ΦH y = ΦH HΦs + ΦH n. (16)

From (10), (12) and (15), the estimated signal vector at the k-th
subcarrier can be written as

ŝk = FH PH
k ΛH Pdiag(F, · · · ,F)s + FH PH

k WN n, (17)

∗Note that the assumption that the whole vector x, which is the sum of all
subcarrier signals, goes through the single channel h is relevant to point-to-point
communication scenarios. An uplink network scenario will be considered later
in Section IV-B.
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where ΛH = WN HWH
N is the N × N diagonal matrix whose

diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of the circulant channel
matrix H.

In the AWGN channel case, we have H = I and y = Φs + n
from (15), and the sum capacity of the data model y = Φs + n
is given by [13]

N −1∑

n=0

log
(

1 +
Ps

σ2
n

ξ2
n

)
≤ N log

(
1 +

Ps

σ2
n

)
=: Rmax, (18)

where ξn is the n-th singular value of the matrix Φ
and the inequality in (18) is obtained by applying
Jensen’s inequality to the concave function f(x) = log(1 + x)
with the power constraint Pt = E{tr(xxH )} = Ps tr(ΦΦH ) =
Ps ||Φ||2F = Ps

∑N −1
n=0 ξ2

n ≤ NPs , i.e., 1
N

∑N −1
n=0 ξ2

n ≤ 1. The
upper bound in (18) is achieved when ξ0 = · · · = ξN −1 = 1,
equivalently, ΦH Φ = ΦΦH = I, i.e., the full orthonormality
among the pulses carrying skM +m , m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1, k =
0, 1, · · · ,K − 1 is satisfied. (Note that [Φ]n,kM +m = g̃k ,m [n].)
(A similar observation was made in [14] for a multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) context.)

Indeed, if the full orthonormality among the pulses g̃k ,m [n]
carrying skM +m , m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1, k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1
were preserved, then the MF symbol SNR would be given
from (16) with H = I by SNRk,m = Ps

σ 2
n

∑
n |g̃k ,m [n]|2 =

Ps

σ 2
n

∑
n |g[n]|2 (a)

= Ps

σ 2
n

∑M −1
l=0

1
M (|γl |2 + |γM + l |2) (b)

= Ps

σ 2
n

,

which is the ideal MF SNR bound, where step (a) is due to
Parseval’s theorem and step (b) is due to the filter power
constraint (14), and the corresponding sum rate would be
given by Rmax in (18). However, when a non-trivial GFDM
filter Γ with L = 2 is applied, intentional inter-subcarrier
mixing occurs, the orthogonality among g̃k ,m [n] is broken,
and inter-subcarrier/inter-subsymbol interference exists. In this
case, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for
symbol skM +m degrades from the ideal MF SNR bound and is
given in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Under the AWGN channel H = ΛH = IN with
the transmit power Pt = NPs , the SINR of the m-th subsym-
bol of the k-th subcarrier in GFDM with the MF receiver is
given by

SINRM F
k,m (γ) =

Ps

a(γ)Ps + σ2
n

, (19)

where γ = [γ0 , · · · , γ2M −1 ], and a(γ) = 1
M 2

∑M −1
p �=m,p=0

|∑M −1
l=0 eι2π (m−p)l/M (|γl |2 + |γM + l |2)|2 + 2

M 2

∑M −1
p=0

|∑M −1
l=0 eι2π (m−p)l/M γlγ

∗
M + l |2 .

Proof: See Appendix. �
The sum rate of GFDM with the MF receiver is

given by RM F (γ) =
∑K−1

k=0
∑M −1

m=0 log(1 + SINRM F
k,m ), where

SINRM F
m,k is given by (19) and depends on the GFDM filter γ.

With a non-trivial GFDM filter γ, e.g., the RRC filter with a
non-zero roll-off factor [9], the rate performance of the MF re-
ceiver for GFDM saturates at high SNR due to the intentional
inter-subcarrier interference, as shown in Fig. 3. In order to
eliminate the inter-subcarrier interference for the MF receiver,
SIC can be applied on top of the MF [9], [12]. Note from Proof
of Theorem 1 that the term a(γ)Ps in the denominator of the

right-hand side (RHS) of the SINRM F
k,m (γ) expression in (19)

is the interference from other data subsymbols. Hence, if SIC
is performed until the interference is removed, the interference
term a(γ)Ps disappears and the best subsymbol SNR in this
case is given by Ps/σ2

n , yielding the maximum rate Rmax in
(18). (For implementation of SIC in GFDM, see [12].)

Note that in the AWGN case of H = I, the MF output is given
by ŝ = ΦH y = ΦH Φs + ΦH n from (16) and the correspond-
ing subsymbol SINR is given by SINRM F

k,m (γ) = Ps

a(γ)Ps +σ 2
n

.

Hence, the orthonormality condition ΦH Φ = I to achieve the
upper bound in (18) is equivalent to a(γ) = 0. The explicit nec-
essary and sufficient condition for a(γ) = 0 is not straightfor-
ward to obtain, but a sufficient condition is given by the Dirich-
let filter γ0 = · · · = γM −1 = 1 and γM = · · · = γ2M −1 = 0.
We shall discuss this condition in more detail in the next
subsection.

B. Maximum Rate Filtering for the ZF or MMSE Receiver

In this section, as an alternative to the MF/SIC receiver, we
consider the ZF or MMSE receiver, which eliminates inter-
subcarrier and inter-subsymbol interference with simple linear
processing, and derive an optimal GFDM filter that maximizes
the data rate for GFDM under the ZF or MMSE receiver.

In the case of the ZF receiver, the estimated signal vector is
given from (12) and (15) by

⎡

⎢⎣
ŝ0
...

ŝK−1

⎤

⎥⎦ = (HWH
N Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1y

= (WH
N WN HWH

N Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1y

= (Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1Λ−1
H WN y

=

⎡

⎢⎣
s0
...

sK−1

⎤

⎥⎦+ (Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1Λ−1
H ñ, (20)

where ñ = WN n ∼ CN (0, σ2
nIN ).

Remark 1: Note from (20) that the ZF receiver processing
can be done efficiently with low complexity. We sequentially
apply the N -point DFT to y, multiplication of diagonal Λ−1

H ,
which is simple elementwise scaling, and multiplication of
(Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1 . The N -point DFT based on fast Fourier
transform (FFT) requires O(N log N) complexity and the mul-
tiplication of the diagonal matrix Λ−1

H requires only O(N) com-
plexity. The last step can also be performed with low complexity
O(N log max(M,K)) by reformulating (Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1

with block DFT matrices. Hence, the overall complexity for ZF
processing for GFDM is given by O(N log N). See Proof of
Theorem 2 and Remark 2 in Appendix for detail.

In the ZF receiver case, the signal part is completely separated
but the noise is enhanced. The noise enhancement reduces the
effective channel gain of each separate parallel Gaussian channel
provided by ZF processing [15]. The rate of GFDM with the ZF
receiver is the sum of the rates of the N parallel Gaussian
channels and is given by the following theorem.
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Theorem 2: In the general FIR channel case, the sum rate of
GFDM with the ZF receiver is given by RZF (γ) =

M
K−1∑

k=0

log

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝1 +
Ps/σ2

n

∑K−1
p=0

∑M −1
q=0

∣∣∣∣
∑K−1

l=0
ck,p,q ,l

γq + dlγM +q

∣∣∣∣
2

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

(21)

where ck,p,q ,l =
1√
M

1
K

eι2π (k−p)l/K [Λ−1
H ]pM +q ,pM +q and

dl = eι2π l/K . In the AWGN channel case, the sum rate of
GFDM with the ZF receiver is given by

RZF (γ) = N log

⎛

⎜⎜⎝1 +
Ps/σ2

n

1
N

∑K−1
l=0

∑M −1
q=0

1
|γq + dlγM +q |2

⎞

⎟⎟⎠.

(22)
Proof: See Appendix. �
Using Theorem 2, we can formulate the problem of finding

an optimal GFDM filter to maximize the rate of GFDM with
the ZF receiver. In particular, in the AWGN channel case, by
exploiting the monotonicity of the logarithm function and the
function f(x) = 1/x in (22), the optimization problem reduces
to the following problem:

Problem 1:

arg min
γ

K−1∑

l=0

M −1∑

q=0

1
|γq + dlγM +q |2

s.t.
2M −1∑

m=0

|γm |2 = M. (23)

Now consider the MMSE receiver case. The MMSE re-
ceiver in the AWGN channel case is given by L = ((σ2

n/Ps)I +
ΦH Φ)−1ΦH . In the MMSE receiver case, computing the
mutual information I(s; ŝ = Ly), we have the sum rate
given by

RM M SE (γ) =
K−1∑

k=0

M −1∑

m=0

log(1 + ρk,m,M M SE (γ)), (24)

where the effective output SNR for each subchannel is given
by [15]

ρk,m,M M SE (γ) =
Ps/σ2

n[(
ΦH Φ + σ 2

n

Ps
I
)−1
]

kM +m,kM +m

− 1.

(25)
Based on (24) and (25), the sum rate of GFDM with the MMSE
receiver is derived in the following theorem:

Theorem 3: In the AWGN channel case, the sum rate of
GFDM with the MMSE receiver is given by

RM M SE (γ) = N log
(

Ps/σ2
n

D(γ)

)
, (26)

where D(γ) =
1
N

∑K−1
l=0

∑M −1
q=0

1
|γq + dlγM +q |2 + σ2

n/Ps
.

Proof: See Appendix. �

In a similar way to the ZF case, the problem of filter optimiza-
tion for GFDM with the MMSE receiver in the AWGN channel
case is formulated based on Theorem 3 as follows:

Problem 2:

arg min
γ

K−1∑

l=0

M −1∑

q=0

1
|γq + dlγM +q |2 + σ2

n/Ps

s.t.
2M −1∑

m=0

|γm |2 = M. (27)

Solutions to Problems 1 and 2 are given by the following
theorem.

Theorem 4: In the AWGN channel case, the Dirichlet filter
(i.e., γ0 = · · · = γM −1 = 1 and γM = · · · = γ2M −1 = 0) max-
imizes the sum rate for GFDM with the ZF or MMSE receiver,
and the corresponding rate is given by N log(1 + Ps

σ 2
n
). Further-

more, any filter cannot have a larger rate than the Dirichlet filter
for GFDM with the ZF or MMSE receiver.

Proof: See Appendix �.
As seen in Section III-A, with the nonlinear MF/SIC re-

ceiver, any filter satisfying the power constraint is rate-optimal
for GFDM under the assumption of ideal SIC in the AWGN
channel case. However, Theorem 4 states that with the linear ZF
or MMSE receiver, the Dirichlet filter, i.e., SC-FDM with no
intentional inter-subcarrier mixing, is rate-optimal for GFDM,
and the achievable rate is identical to the sum capacity upper
bound, Rmax in (18). In the example of an RRC filter with a
non-zero roll-off factor [9], the sum rate loss occurs with a lin-
ear receiver, as seen in Fig. 3. Theorem 4 follows our intuition
that when the channel itself does not cause any inter-subcarrier
interference due to the same inter-subcarrier spacing as in point-
to-point communication situations, intentionally induced inter-
subcarrier interference by non-trivial GFDM filtering will not
be beneficial for SNR and hence for the rate. However, it will
be shown later that even in the linear receiver case, SC-FDM is
not optimal and non-trivial GFDM filtering enabling a counter-
measure against channel-made inter-subcarrier interference is
actually beneficial for the rate when there exists channel-made
inter-subcarrier interference due to CFO as in uplink network
situations.

IV. FILTER DESIGN EXAMPLES

In this section, we provide two design examples for GFDM.
The first design goal is to minimize the OOB radiation and the
second is to maximize the rate under CFO.

A. Design for OOB Radiation Minimization

OOB radiation minimization is one of the major issues in
MC communication. Especially, in asynchronous bursty trans-
mission of MTC or IoT data based on subcarrier modulation,
synchronization required for waveform orthogonality is diffi-
cult to achieve and thus the spectral leakage of the waveform
itself should be low not to significantly interfere with the data
at different subcarriers [1].
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For OOB radiation minimization, we first need to express the
PSD of the continuous-time transmit signal generated from the
discrete-time signal x[n] as a function of the filter coefficients
γ0 , · · · , γ2M −1 . From (3), the discrete-time transmit signal x[n]
for one GFDM symbol interval can be rewritten as

x[n] =
K−1∑

k=0

eι2πkn/K
M −1∑

m=0

g̃[n − mK]skM +m , (28)

where g̃[n − mK] is given in terms of γ0 , · · · , γ2M −1 as

g̃[n − mK] =
1√
NM

M −1∑

q=0

eι2π (n−K m )q/N

× (γq + e−ι2πn/K γM +q ). (29)

(See Appendix for derivation of (29).) Let Ts be one subsym-
bol time interval corresponding to K time-domain samples and
Tb = MTs be one GFDM symbol time interval. Under the as-
sumption that a sample-level sinc interpolation filter is used, the
discrete-time signal (28) is converted by changing n/K to t/Ts

to the continuous-time signal for one GFDM symbol interval
Tb as

xTb
(t) =

K−1∑

k=0

eι2πkt/Ts

M −1∑

m=0

gm (t)skM +m , (30)

where gm (t) is given by (31), shown at the bottom of the page.
Note that by sampling the continuous-time signal xTb

(t) in (30)
at the sampling points t = nTc , where Tc is the sample or chip
time interval (i.e., Tc = Tb/N = Ts/K), we have the discrete-
time signal x[n] in (28).

xTb
(t) is the continuous-time signal conveying N data sub-

symbols skM +m for one GFDM symbol interval. In actual data
transmission, GFDM symbols are successively transmitted with
each GFDM symbol carrying different and independent N data
subsymbols skM +m at each time. That is, xTb

(t) is repeated for
each GFDM symbol interval i with independent data subsym-
bols skM +m [i] for each GFDM symbol interval i if the CP part
is ignored for simplicity.† Thus, the overall continuous-time sig-
nal is a filtered output of independent N input data subsymbols
skM +m entering the overall filter at each Tb , and this over-
all continuous-time signal is a cyclo-stationary random process
[16]. Note that the PSD of the cyclo-stationary baseband signal∑M −1

m=0 gm (t)skM +m is the same for all k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1,
and is given by [16, p. 573]

PBB (f) =
Ps

Tb

M −1∑

m=0

|Gm (f)|2 , (32)

†When the CP part is considered, a similar derivation is obtained with an
increased time interval including the CP portion for the same gm (t). Note that
gm (t) and xTb

(t) in (30) are periodic with period MT s . See Section V.

where Gm (f) is the Fourier transform of gm (t), given by

Gm (f) =
∫ ∞

−∞
gm (t)e−ι2πf tdt

=
1√
NM

M −1∑

q=0

e−ι2πmq/M

(∫ M Ts

0
eι2πt(q/(M Ts )−f )γqdt

+
∫ M Ts

0
eι2πt(q/(M Ts )−f−1/Ts )γM +q dt

)

=
1√
NM

M −1∑

q=0

e−ι2πmq/M (e−ι2πTb f − 1)
(

γq

ι2π(q/Tb − f)

+
γM +q

ι2π(q/Tb − f − 1/Ts)

)
. (33)

Then, the overall PSD is given by

P (f) =
Ps

Tb

K−1∑

k=0

PBB

(
f − k

Ts

)
, (34)

since the overall signal xTb
(t) in (30) is the sum of the

frequency-shifted versions eι2πkt/Ts
∑

m gm (t)skM +m of the
baseband signals

∑
m gm (t)skM +m , k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1 and

multiplication by eι2πkt/Ts is shift in the frequency domain by
k/Ts Hz.

The Fourier transform of a rectangular pulse with the time
range [0,MTs ] is a sinc function in the frequency domain
which has the main lobe frequency range [ −1

M Ts
, 1

M Ts
]. Note

from (31) that gm (t) is the sum of modulated rectangular
pulses γqe

ι2πqt/(M Ts ) and γM +q e
ι2πt(q/(M Ts )−1/Ts ) , 0 ≤ t ≤

MTs, q = 0, · · · ,M − 1. Hence, Gm (f) is the sum of the
frequency-shifted sinc functions which have the main lobe range
[ p−1
M Ts

, p+1
M Ts

], p = −(M − 1), · · · ,M − 1. Hence, Gm (f) has
the main lobe frequency range f ∈ [− 1

Ts
, 1

Ts
] and PBB (f) has

the same main lobe frequency range. Thus, the main lobe fre-
quency range of the overall PSD P (f) is given by f ∈ [− 1

Ts
, K

Ts
]

since it is the sum of PBB (f − k/Ts), k = 0, · · · ,K − 1.
Based on the PSD formula as a function of γ0 , · · · , γ2M −1

and the results in Section III, we now formulate optimal filter
design problems for OOB radiation minimization as follows:

Problem 3 (OOB radiation minimization for GFDM-
MF/SIC):

arg min
γ

max
f∈[ 1

T s
,∞)

P

(
− 1

Ts
− f

)
+ P

(
K

Ts
+ f

)

s.t.
2M −1∑

m=0

|γm |2 = M. (35)

In the MF/SIC receiver case, no rate constraint is applied
since any filter satisfying the power constraint does not cause

gm (t) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1√
NM

M −1∑

q=0

e−ι2πmq/M eι2πqt/(M Ts )(γq + e−ι2πt/Ts γM +q ), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tb (= MTs),

0, t /∈ [0, Tb ].

(31)
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a rate loss if ideal SIC on top of the MF receiver is assumed.
However, in the linear receiver case a rate constraint should be
included in the optimization since the OOB-optimal filter is not
the rate-optimal filter in general.

Problem 4 (OOB radiation minimization for GFDM-ZF):

arg min
γ

max
f∈[ 1

T s
,∞)

P

(
− 1

Ts
− f

)
+ P

(
K

Ts
+ f

)

s.t.
2M −1∑

m=0

|γm |2 = M

RZF (γ) ≥ (1 − η)N log(1 + Ps/σ2
n ), (36)

where η ∈ [0, 1] is the allowed rate loss factor compared to the
maximum possible rate and RZF (γ) is provided in Theorem 2.

In Problems 3 and 4, 1/Ts , which is the spacing between
two adjacent subcarriers, is selected for the transition band-
width from the passband to the stopband, but a different value
can be used. In the case of the MMSE receiver, the same prob-
lem can be formulated as Problem 4 with RZF (γ) replaced
by RM M SE (γ) given in Theorem 3. Numerical results on the
design by Problems 3 and 4 are provided in Section VI-A.

B. Design for Rate Maximization in General
Channels with CFO

In section III-B, it is shown that the Dirichlet filter (i.e., SC-
FDM) is rate-optimal for GFDM with the linear ZF or MMSE
receiver in the AWGN channel case with no CFO. However,
this is not valid in general channels especially when the channel
is perturbed by CFO. In this subsection, we provide the second
design example of maximizing the transmission rate in an uplink
scenario with CFO.

In the uplink GFDM case, we need to change the system
model considered in Section II. In the uplink GFDM case, we
have simultaneously transmitting K users with independent lo-
cal oscillators (LOs) and a common receiver with a common
LO in the network, and each user is allocated to one subcarrier
carrying M subsymbols. The transmit data of user k is sk , and
the transmit signal vector of user k with size N + Ncp samples
is given by

x̄k = ΩtWH
N PkΓRWM sk , (37)

where Ωt =
[
[0 IN c p ]T IN

]T
is the CP addition matrix at the

transmitter. The transmit signal of user k propagates through
an FIR channel hk = [hk [0], · · · , hk [Ncp − 1]]T to reach the
common receiver. In general, there exists CFO for each user k
because of the discrepancy between the LO frequency of each
user used in upconversion and the LO frequency of the common

receiver used in downconversion. Let εk = f̂k −fk

Δf be the CFO of

user k, where f̂k , fk , and Δf are the estimated carrier frequency
of user k, the original transmit carrier frequency of user k, and
the frequency spacing of two adjacent subcarriers, respectively.
The impact of CFO on the baseband model is implemented
simply by multiplying the diagonal CFO matrix Π̄(εk ) =
diag(e−ι2πεk Nc p , · · · , e−ι2πεk , 1, · · · , eι2πεk (N −1)) to the base-
band channel output hT

k ∗ x̄T
k of user k [17, eq. 4]. Thus, the

received signal of GFDM with CFO after CP removal and DFT
is expressed as

yC F O =
K−1∑

k=0

WN Π(εk )ΩrH̄kΩtWH
N PkΓRWM sk + n,

=
K−1∑

k=0

DkΛkPkΓRWM sk + n, (38)

where H̄k is the (N + Ncp) × (N + Ncp) Toeplitz channel fil-
tering matrix for user k with [hT

k 0T ]T as the first column,
Ωr = [0 IN ] is the CP removal matrix, Π(εk ) is the lower-
right N × N submatrix of Π̄(εk ), Dk = WN Π(εk )WH

N , and
Λk = WN ΩrH̄kΩtWH

N . The N × N matrix Dk with el-
ements [Dk ]i,j = sin π (N εk −(i−j ))

sin(εk −(i−j )/N ) eπ (N −1)(εk −(i−j )/N ) of the
noncentered Dirichlet kernel [17] is not diagonal with εk �= 0
and induces inter-subcarrier interference. The received signal
yC F O in (38) can be rewritten as

yC F O = Ψs + n, (39)

where Ψ = [Ψ1F, · · · ,ΨK F] and Ψk = DkΛkPk .
We assume that full channel state information (CSI) is avail-

able at both the transmitters‡ and the receiver and the ZF receiver
is used, and consider two cases regarding the knowledge of the
CFO values {ε1 , · · · , εK }. First, we assume that the CFO values
are known to the receiver. In this case, perfect ZF processing
can be performed, i.e.,

ŝ = Ψ−1yC F O = s + Ψ−1n, (40)

and the corresponding sum rate is given by

RZF,C F O (γ, ε) =
N −1∑

n=0

log
(

1 +
Ps/σ2

n

[(ΨH Ψ)−1 ]n,n

)
, (41)

where ε = [ε0 , · · · , εK−1 ]. Note that in this case there is no
inter-subcarrier interference as seen in (40), and the sum
rate in (41) assumes that the receiver knows all CFO values
ε = [ε0 , · · · , εK−1 ] because the ZF receiver Ψ−1 requires the
CFO information. Note that {ε1 , · · · , εK } are the residual CFO
after carrier recovery and hence, identifying the (residual) CFO
values {ε1 , · · · , εK } at the receiver may not be easy. Thus, a
more practical assumption is that the receiver skips extract-
ing the exact (residual) CFO information and simply uses the
nominal ZF receiver Ψ̂−1 , where Ψ̂ = [Ψ̂1F, · · · , Ψ̂K F] and
Ψ̂k = ΛkPk with the assumption Dk = I. The nominal ZF
receiver output is given by

ŝ = Ψ̂−1Ψs + Ψ̂−1n. (42)

‡The required CSI at the transmitters (CSIT) is the frequency-domain channel
response values of Λk corresponding to the nonzero part of Pk from each user.
In most transmit signal design to exploit the channel, CSIT is assumed, e.g., in
MIMO precoding. CSI at the receiver (CSIR) is anyway necessary for coherent
decoding. One way to resolve the CSIT issue is that the receiver (the base
station) with CSIR designs the GFDM filter and feedbacks the GFDM filter
information to the transmitters (user equipments) through some control channel
as in codebook-based MIMO precoding.
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Fig. 1. Windowing with prefix and suffix [19].

Note that the nominal ZF induces inter-subcarrier interference,
the SINR of the n-th subsymbol of ŝ is given by

SINRẐ F
n =

|[Ψ̂−1Ψ]n,n |2Ps∑N −1
i=0, i �=n |[Ψ̂−1Ψ]n,i |2Ps + |[Ψ̂−1 ]n,n |2σ2

n

,

and the corresponding sum rate is given by

R
ẐF ,C F O

(γ, ε) =
N −1∑

n=0

log
(
1 + SINRẐ F

n

)
. (43)

In this case, the rate-optimal filter design problem can be for-
mulated as follows:

Problem 5 (Rate maximization for GFDM with nominal ZF
with CFO):

arg min
γ

Eε{RẐF ,C F O
(γ, ε)}

s.t.
2M −1∑

m=0

|γm |2 = M. (44)

where Eε is expectation over ε with distribution p(ε).
In Problem 5, the cost function is the sum rate averaged over

the CFO values since the CFO values are unknown and it is not
desirable to design the filter for a specific set of CFO values.
For the CFO distribution p(ε), we may consider a proper dis-
tribution such as a zero-mean Gaussian or uniform distribution.
A closed-form solution to Problem 5 seems hard to obtain, but
the problem can be solved numerically by approximating Eε

with the Monte Carlo method [18]. GFDM filter optimization
for rate maximization under the MMSE receiver with CFO can
be done in a similar way. Note that in Problem 5 the GFDM filter
is optimized to maximize the data rate against CFO. It will be
seen later in Section VI that the optimized GFDM filter in this
way provides a non-trivial rate gain over SC-FDM especially
at high SNR and the GFDM filtering is beneficial for the data
rate even under linear receivers when the channel is perturbed
by CFO.

V. JOINT DESIGN OF GFDM FILTER AND WINDOW

In this section, we consider the joint design of win-
dow and GFDM filter for the two design criteria in Sec-
tion IV. For the windowing technique we consider window-
ing based on both prefix and suffix, as shown in Fig. 1
[19], [20]. In this method, the first Nw (< Ncp ) samples
xk [0], xk [1], · · · , xk [Nw − 1] of subcarrier k’s signal xk =
WH

N PkΓRWM sk are attached to the end of the vector xk

to yield a suffix of size Nw , while the last Ncp samples

xk [N − Ncp ], · · · , xk [N − 1] of xk are attached in the front
of xk just as a usual CP. Then, the first Nw samples of the CP
and the last Nw suffix samples are symmetrically tapered with a
proper window wT = [w1 , · · · , wNw

, 1, · · · , 1, wNw
, · · · , w1 ]

with ||[w1 , · · · , wNw
]||22 = Nw /2 for power constraint, the suf-

fix of the previous symbol is overlapped with the first Nw sam-
ples of the prefix of the current symbol, as shown in Fig. 1,
and finally the edge-overlapped GFDM symbols are transmit-
ted. In this way, no additional time samples are required for
windowing. At the receiver side, by taking only the N samples
y[0], y[1], · · · , y[N − 1] before the suffix part for each symbol,
the same received signal model as in the case of no windowing
can be obtained except the first y[0], · · · , y[Nw − 1] samples
may be corrupted by additive interference from the suffix part
of the previous symbol. (If the possibility of the interference
from the previous symbol needs to be eliminated completely, a
CP of size Nw + Ncp samples may be used with sacrificing the
rate a bit.)

Now, consider the problem of rate maximization under CFO.
If the aforementioned windowing and receiver-sampling tech-
nique is used, the inner received signal model is untouched.
Hence, the rate optimization result in Section IV-B does not
change, and the GFDM filter design for rate maximization un-
der CFO and the window design can be separated. Under the
goal of rate maximization under CFO, one reasonable approach
is that we use the window to reduce the OOB radiation while
using the rate-optimal GFDM filter against CFO perturbation
proposed in Section IV-B to maximize the rate. In this case,
the OOB-targeting window does not sacrifice the rate since
the window does not affect the data rate. Here, we can adopt
one of many windowing functions proposed for OOB reduction
[19], [20].

On the other hand, under the goal of OOB emission reduction,
the design of GFDM filter and window is intertwined. In the
case of windowing with a prefix of Ncp samples and a suffix of
Nw samples, the overall transmit signal is cyclo-stationary with
period Tcp + Tb and the constituent signal given by

xT ′
b
(t) =

K−1∑

k=0

eι2πkt/Ts

M −1∑

m=0

w(t)ḡm (t)skM +m , (45)

where ḡm (t) = 1√
N M

∑M −1
q=0 e−ι2πmq/M eι2πqt/(M Ts )(γq +

e−ι2πt/Ts γM +q ) for −Tcp ≤ t ≤ Tb + Tw and ḡm (t) = 0 for
t /∈ [−Tcp , Tb + Tw ], and w(t) �= 0 only for t ∈ [−Tcp , Tb +
Tw ] is the window function. Here, Tcp and Tw are the time
intervals for Ncp and Nw samples, respectively. The baseband
PSD of this cyclostationary signal is given by (32) with Gm (f)
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replaced with W (f) ∗ Ḡm (f), where W (f) and Ḡm (f) are
the Fourier transforms of w(t) and ḡm (f), respectively, and
∗ represents convolution. The overall PSD P (f) is obtained
by the K shifted sum of the baseband spectra as in (34). One
suboptimal way to the joint design of GFDM filter and window
for OOB emission minimization under the assumption of the
MF/SIC receiver is that we simply design the GFDM filter to
minimize OOB emission by solving Problem 3 with the mod-
ified PSD including the prefix and the suffix and additionally
apply a known window function. However, this design does not
have any optimality. To solve the joint optimization problem
for OOB radiation minimization, we can adopt an alternating
optimization technique widely used for joint optimization when
direct joint optimization is difficult [21]. Applying this method,
we propose the following algorithm for the joint design:

Algorithm 1: Initialize the window function w properly.
First, optimize the GFDM filter as

min
γ

max
f∈[ 1

T s
,∞)

P

(
− 1

Ts
− f

)
+ P

(
K

Ts
+ f

)
(46)

under
∑2M −1

m=0 |γm |2 = M for the given window function. Then,
for the obtained GFDM filter from (46), optimize the window
function as

min
w 1 ,··· ,wN w

max
f∈[

N o f f
T s

,∞)
P

(
− 1

Ts
− f

)
+ P

(
K

Ts
+ f

)
(47)

under ||[w1 , · · · , wNw
]||22 = Nw /2. Iterate this procedure until

convergence.
Note that we introduced the parameter Nof f ≥ 1 in (47). This

is because typically windowing changes the slope of the spectral
skirt of MC signals. Hence, we target enlarging the slope of the
spectral decay by choosing the stop band away from the in-band
with some large Nof f . Although Algorithm 1 does not guarantee
global optimality, it monotonically improves the performance
at each iteration and a local optimality is guaranteed. The result
of the joint design is provided in Section VI.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide some numerical results to validate
our analysis and evaluate the performance of the proposed de-
sign methods. Since SC-FDM used for 4G uplink corresponds to
GFDM with Dirichlet filters, SC-FDM as well as the previously
considered RRC filter [10] were considered for the comparison
baseline.

A. OOB Radiation Minimization

We evaluated the GFDM filter design method for OOB radia-
tion minimization presented in Section IV-A. The considered
GFDM parameters are K = 60, M = 9 (N = KM = 540),
σ2

n = 1, and one subsymbol duration is normalized to be Ts = 1
sec (one GFDM symbol interval Tb is MTs). First, we consid-
ered the case of no windowing with no CP and no suffix. We
solved Problems 3 and 4 with Ps = 1 to obtain optimal GFDM
filters for OOB radiation minimization in MF/SIC and ZF re-
ceiver cases, respectively, with the rates computed under the

Fig. 2. OOB radiation: K = 60, M = 9, Ts = 1, Ps = 1, and σ2
n = 1.

assumption of AWGN. The result is shown in Fig. 2 with f = 0
chosen to be the center of the signal bandwidth. For compari-
son, the PSD curves of SC-FDM and GFDM with RRC filters
of roll-off factors α = 0.5 and α = 0.9 are included in Fig. 2. It
is seen that the OOB-optimal GFDM filter targeting OOB radia-
tion minimization without any constraint except the power con-
straint obtained by solving Problem 3 drastically reduces OOB
radiation compared to SC-FDM, and the GFDM filter obtained
by solving Problem 4 under the assumption of the ZF receiver
with the 10 %, 30 %, and 50 % rate loss constraint compared to
SC-FDM (i.e., η = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively, in (36)) im-
proves the OOB radiation performance compared to SC-FDM.
However, in the latter case the OOB radiation improvement is
not so drastic. It is also seen that GFDM with RRC filters with
roll-off factors 0.5 and 0.9 yields slightly worse OOB perfor-
mance than SC-FDM. Note in Fig. 2 that the decay rate of OOB
radiation with respect to the frequency seems to be the same
for all the considered GFDM filters including the OOB-optimal
one obtained by solving Problem 3.

Fig. 3 shows the rate performance corresponding to the re-
sult in Fig. 2 with the same system setup and SNR defined
as Ps/σ2

n . The GFDM filters were designed at 0 dB SNR (i.e.,
Ps = σ2

n = 1) but the SNR value was swept for the given GFDM
filters. First, note that the rate performance of the GFDM fil-
ter obtained by solving Problem 3 assuming the MF/SIC re-
ceiver yields very poor rate performance when the correspond-
ing GFDM filter is combined with the linear ZF receiver. Hence,
in this case, SIC must be used for the desired rate performance.
(When combined with the SIC receiver, it achieves the rate of
SC-FDM as discussed in Section III-A. A practical combination
may be that we first use the MMSE receiver and then use SIC.)
In the case of the GFDM filter obtained by solving Problem 4
with η = 0.1 at 0 dB SNR under the assumption of the ZF re-
ceiver, there exists slight loss in the rate performance compared
to SC-FDM. It is interesting to note that GFDM with RRC fil-
ters is good neither for the OOB performance nor for the rate
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Fig. 3. Rate versus SNR.

Fig. 4. Trade-off between the rate and OOB emission.

performance compared to SC-FDM. Hence, the RRC filter is not
optimal in terms of rate-OOB emission trade-off. Note also that
the rate performance of GFDM with a nontrival RRC filter and
the MF receiver saturates quickly as SNR increases. Hence, the
MF receiver is not a viable option for GFDM. Fig. 4 shows that
OOB emission at f = 60 Hz for GFDM with the filter obtained
from Problem 4 and the ZF receiver as a function of the rate loss
constraint parameter η for the same setup as in Figs. 2 and 3.
It is seen that the OOB performance monotonically improves
as η increases, as expected. Indeed, in the linear receiver
case, there exists a trade-off between the rate performance
and the OOB radiation performance for the optimally designed
GFDM filter Next, we considered the joint design of GFDM
filter and window for OOB radiation minimization under the
assumption of SIC at the receiver. To include windowing, we
added Ncp = 60 samples in the front and Nw = 6 samples at

Fig. 5. Designed filter response in time domain.

Fig. 6. OOB radiation: K = 60, M = 9, Ts = 1, σ2
n = 1, Ps = 1, Ncp =

60 (1/9=11.1%), and Nw = 6.

the end of each GFDM symbol with the same parameters con-
sidered for Fig. 2, and used the windowing technique based on
both prefix and suffix explained in Section V. We tried the two
design methods mentioned in Section V. The first method is
that we simply optimized the GFDM filter for OOB emission
reduction by solving Problem 3 with the modified PSD includ-
ing the prefix and the suffix, and applied a known window
function. The second method is the joint optimization based
on Algorithm 1. For Algorithm 1, we initialized the window
with a rectangular window and chose Nof f = 60. The result is
shown inFig. 6. It is seen that with inclusion of prefix and suffix
the gap between the proposed design and SC-FDM is reduced
compared to Fig. 2 but there still exists significant improvement.
It is also seen that with windowing additional OOB emission
reduction is achieved. Note that the spectrum skirt obtained by
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Fig. 7. OOB radiation with various windows.

Algorithm 1 with Nof f = 60 has a floor above the targeted
cut-off frequency f = 90 Hz, which is a typical behavior of
min-max optimization. (In Algorithm 1 the targeted cut-off fre-
quency is f = K/Ts + Nof f /Ts Hz and K/Ts is shifted to
f = 30 Hz in the figure although K = 60.) It is seen that the
OOB emission reduction is far larger for the joint optimal design
of GFDM filter and window than for the suboptimal method with
the RRC window for f ≥ 60. Fig. 7 shows the OOB radiation
performance of various windows, Chebyshev window with the
parameter α = 5, Hanning window, Blackman window with the
parameter α = 0.16, Kaiser window with the parameter α = 2,
and Hamming window with the parameter α = 0.54, combined
with the GFDM filter obtained by solving Problem 3, together
with that of the jointly optimized filter and window. (The param-
eter α for the corresponding window follows the conventional
definition in the windowing literature.) Each window has 2Nw

coefficients [w1 , · · · , w2Nw
] and is divided into the left [1, Nw ]

part and the right [Nw + 1, 2Nw ] part which are applied to the
beginning and end of one OFDM symbol, respectively. It is seen
that Blackman and Kaiser windows yield good performance and
the jointly optimized filter and window has far better than all
other windows for f ≥ 60.

Fig. 5 shows the time-domain filter magnitude response cor-
responding to Figs. 2 and 3. Note that the rate-optimal SC-FDM
has one major peak, the OOB-optimal filter obtained by solv-
ing Problem 3 has two major peaks, and the filter obtained by
solving Problem 4 seems a mixture of the two filter responses.

B. Rate Maximization under CFO

We considered an uplink GFDM network of K = 6 users
with M = 45. The CFO εk for user k was generated accord-
ing to the uniform distribution εk ∼ Unif[−1/200, 1/200] =
[−0.5%, 0.5%]. (According to [22], the residual CFO is around
0.1∼0.3% relative to the carrier spacing.) We considered two
channels with CFO: AWGN and the long term evolution (LTE)

Fig. 8. Rate versus SNR: AWGN channel with CFO.

Fig. 9. Rate versus SNR: An LTE PB channel with CFO.

Pedestrian B (PB) channel with six non-zero multiple paths
[23]. We considered the SNR range from 0 to 20 dB. To obtain
a rate-optimal filter against CFO, we solved Problem 5 for each
of the SNR values 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 dB. The results are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9. It is seen in Fig. 8 that in the AWGN with
CFO, the performance of SC-FDM degrades from the case of
no CFO and the proposed GFDM filter outperforms SC-FDM.
It is also seen that the performance of the RRC filter is bad com-
pared to other filters. In the general PB channel case, similar
trends are seen in Fig. 9 In both cases, the performance gain
of the proposed GFDM filter is large compared to SC-FDM at
high SNR. This is because at high SNR the dominant factor for
performance degradation is not noise but CFO. Hence, handling
CFO properly with a well designed GFDM filter yields larger
gain at high SNR.

Finally, we compared the OOB radiation of the GFDM filter
used for Figs. 8 and 9, and the result is shown in Fig. 10. In the
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Fig. 10. PSD: (a) AWGN and (b) LTE PB channel.

AWGN channel case, it is seen that in the case of no window
the OOB radiation decaying slope with respect to the frequency
seems the same for SC-FDM and the proposed filter. In the
windowing case, the spectrum skirt decreases significantly for
both SC-FDM and the proposed GFDM filter used for Fig. 8. A
similar behavior is seen in the LTE PB channel case, as shown in
Fig. 10(b). Note that with the normalized Ts = 1, the subcarrier
spacing is 1 Hz. The center frequencies of the six subcarriers
(K = 6) are −2.5, −1.5, −0.5, 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 Hz. In the case
of SC-FDM, the waveform at each subcarrier occupies 1 Hz.
In the case of GFDM with the repetition factor L = 2, on the
other hand, the waveform at each subcarrier occupies 2 Hz. So,
it is seen that the PSD of SC-FDM suddenly drops down at 3
(= 2.5 + 1/2) Hz and the PSD of GFDM with L = 2 extends
to 3.5 (= 2.5 + 2/2) Hz. However, with windowing the window
PSD envelope is dominant in both cases and the PSDs of both
cases are very close beyond 3.5 Hz.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have considered optimal filter design for GFDM under
the criteria of rate maximization and OOB emission minimiza-
tion. In the case of rate maximization, we have shown that the
Dirichlet filter is optimal in the AWGN channel with no CFO un-
der linear receivers, but a properly designed non-trivial GFDM
filter can yield better performance than the Dirichlet filter in
general channels perturbed by CFO. In the case of OOB emis-
sion minimization, we have shown that drastic OOB reduction
is possible by designing the GFDM filter properly under the
assumption of MF/SIC receivers. Finally, we have shown that
windowing can further enhance the performance when com-
bined with a properly designed GFDM filter.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1: Note that

PT
k Pi =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I2M if k = i (mod K),
[
0 IM

0 0

]
if k = i − 1 (mod K),

[
0 0

IM 0

]
if k = i + 1 (mod K),

02M ×2M otherwise,

(48)

for i = 0, · · · ,K − 1. From (11) and (48), we have

FH PT
k PiF = WH

M RT Γ∗PT
k PiΓRWM

= WH
M [IM IM ]

[
Γ(f )∗ 0

0 Γ(r)∗

]
PT

k Pi

[
Γ(f ) 0

0 Γ(r)

]

·
[
IM

IM

]
WM

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

WH
M (Γ(f )∗Γ(f ) + Γ(r)∗Γ(r))WM if i = k,

WH
M (Γ(r)∗Γ(f ))WM if i = k − 1,

WH
M (Γ(f )∗Γ(r))WM if i = k + 1,

0 otherwise,
(49)

where the mod notation is omitted. Then, from (17) we have

ŝk = FH PH
k Pdiag(F, · · · ,F)s + +FH PT

k WN n

=
K−1∑

i=0

FH PT
k PiFsi + FH PT

k WN n

= WH
M (Γ(f )∗Γ(f ) + Γ(r)∗Γ(r))WM︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ak

sk

+ WH
M (Γ(r)∗Γ(f ))WM︸ ︷︷ ︸

A−k

sk−1

+ WH
M (Γ(f )∗Γ(r))WM︸ ︷︷ ︸

A+ k

sk+1 + FH PT
k WN n. (50)
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Note that ñ � WN n ∼ CN (0, σ2
nIN ) since the DFT matrix

WN unitary and from (49)

FH PT
k ñ ∼ CN (0, σ2

nFH PT
k PkF) (51)

= CN (0, σ2
nWM (Γ(f )∗Γ(f ) + Γ(r)∗Γ(r))WH

M ).

Hence, the estimated signal of the m-th subsymbol of the k-th
subcarrier is given by

ŝkM +m =
M −1∑

p=0

[Ak ]m,pskM +p + [A−k ]m,ps(k−1)M +p

+ [A+k ]m,ps(k+1)M +p + [FH PT
k ñ]m

=
M −1∑

p=0

M −1∑

l=0

[WH
M ]m,l

(
[Γ(f )∗Γ(f ) + Γ(r)∗Γ(r) ]l,lskM +p

+ [Γ(r)∗Γ(f ) ]l,ls(k−1)M +p

+ [Γ(f )∗Γ(r) ]l,ls(k+1)M +p

)
[WM ]l,p

+ [FH PT
k ñ]m

=
1
M

M −1∑

p=0

M −1∑

l=0

eι2π (m−p)l/M

[
(|γl |2 + |γM + l |2)skM +p

+ (γ∗
M + lγl)s(k−1)M +p + (γ∗

l γM + l)s(k+1)M +p

]

+ [FH PT
k ñ]m . (52)

In (52), skM +m is the signal, skM +p , ∀p �= m is the interfer-
ence from other subsymbols in the same subcarrier, s(k−1)M +p

and s(k+1)M +p , ∀p are the interference from the adjacent
subcarriers, and [FH PT

k ñ]m is noise. Therefore, the signal
power is | 1

M

∑M −1
l=0 (|γl |2 + |γM + l |2)|2Ps = Ps due to the con-

straint
∑M −1

l=0 (|γl |2 + |γM + l |2) = M , the interference power
is Ps

M 2

∑M −1
p �=m,p=0 |

∑M −1
l=0 eι2π (m−p)l/M (|γl |2 + |γM + l |2)|2 +

2Ps

M 2

∑M −1
p=0 |∑M −1

l=0 eι2π (m−p)l/M γlγ
∗
M + l |2 = a(γ)Ps , and the

noise power is
∑M −1

l = 0 (|γl |2 + |γM + l |2 )
M σ2

n = σ2
n from (51) and the

constraint
∑M −1

l=0 (|γl |2 + |γM + l |2) = M . Hence, the MF SINR
is given by Ps

a(γ)Ps +σ 2
n

. �
Proof of Theorem 2: From (20) the ZF equalizer after DFT is

given by B := (Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1Λ−1
H and hence the output

SNR of the m-th subsymbol of the k-th subcarrier is given
by [15]

ρk,m,ZF (γ) =
Ps/σ2

n

[BBH ]kM +m,kM +m
. (53)

The matrix Pdiag(F, · · · ,F) = [P0F, · · · ,PK−1F] in B can
be written after some computation as
⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Γ(f ) Γ(r) · · · 0

0 Γ(f ) . . .
...

...
. . .

. . . Γ(r)

Γ(r) · · · · · · Γ(f )

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
diag(WM , · · · ,WM ) (54)

Then, B = WCΛ−1
H , where W := diag(WH

M , · · · ,WH
M ) and

C :=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Γ(f ) Γ(r) · · · 0

0 Γ(f ) . . .
...

...
. . .

. . . Γ(r)

Γ(r) · · · · · · Γ(f )

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

−1

. (55)

From the fact that W is a block diagonal matrix of repeated
WH

M , the diagonal elements of BBH is given by

[BBH ]kM +m,kM +m =
N −1∑

i=0

|[B]kM +m,i |2

=
N −1∑

i=0

|[WCΛ−1
H ]kM +m,i |2

=
N −1∑

i=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣

N −1∑

j=0

[W]kM +m,j [C]j,i [Λ−1
H ]i,i

∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

=
N −1∑

i=0

∣∣∣∣∣

M −1∑

t=0

eι2πmt/M

√
M

× [C]kM +t,i [Λ−1
H ]i,i

∣∣2 . (56)

Using the fact that a block circulant matrix can be block-
diagonalized by block DFT [24], we have

C−1 =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Γ(f ) Γ(r) · · · 0

0 Γ(f ) . . .
...

...
. . .

. . . Γ(r)

Γ(r) · · · · · · Γ(f )

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= UDUH , (57)

where U is the unitary block DFT matrix given by

U =
1√
K

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I I · · · I

I eι2π/K I · · · eι2π (K−1)/K I
...

. . .
. . .

...

I eι2π (K−1)/K I · · · eι2π (K−1)2 /K I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(58)
and

D =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

d0 0 · · · 0

0 d1 · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

...

0 · · · · · · dK−1

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(59)
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with M × M diagonal matrices

dl = Γ(f ) + eι2π l/K Γ(r) , l = 0, · · · ,K − 1. (60)

Hence, C = (UDUH )−1 = UD−1UH . By changing the
variable i in (56) to i = pM + q, p = 0, · · · ,K − 1, q =
0, · · · ,M − 1, we have [C]kM +t,i in (56) as

[C]kM +t,pM +q = [UD−1UH ]kM +t,pM +q

= [U(k, :)D−1U(p, :)H ]t,q

=
1
K

K−1∑

l=0

eι2π (k−p)l/K [d−1
l ]t,q

= δt,q
1
K

K−1∑

l=0

eι2π (k−p)l/K

γq + eι2π l/K γM +q
, (61)

where U(k, :) denotes the k-th block row of U. By substituting
(61) into (56), we have

[BBH ]kM +m,kM +m =
K−1∑

p=0

M −1∑

q=0

∣∣∣∣∣

K−1∑

l=0

ck,p,q ,l

γq + dlγM +q

∣∣∣∣∣

2

,

(62)
where ck,p,q ,l and dl are defined in Theorem 2. The sum rate
of GFDM-ZF is simply the sum of the N parallel Gaussian
channels given by

RZF (γ) =
K−1∑

k=0

M −1∑

m=0

log (1 + ρk,m,ZF (γ)) . (63)

Combining (53), (62) and (63) yields the desired result (21).
In the AWGN channel case of ΛH = IN , (62) becomes

(64), shown at the bottom of the page, where step (a)
is simple change of the summation order and step (b)
is valid since

∑K−1
p=0 eι2π (k−p)(l−s)/K = K if l = s and

∑K−1
p=0 eι2π (k−p)(l−s)/K = 0 if l �= s. Hence, the desired result

(22) follows. �
Remark 2 (Low-Complexity Computation of ZF Equal-

ization): For ZF equalization, ŝ = (Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1

Λ−1
H WN y should be computed as seen in (20). The left mul-

tiplication by WN is simple N -point DFT, the left multipli-
cation by Λ−1

H is elementwise scaling since ΛH is diagonal,
and from (54), (55) and (57) (Pdiag(F, · · · ,F))−1 = WC =

diag(WH
M , · · · ,WH

M )UD−1UH . Hence, the last step can eas-
ily be implemented by sequentially applying block IDFT UH ,
elementwise scaling D−1 , block DFT U and finally K separate
M -point IDFTs WH

M .
Proof of Theorem 3: From (12), (54) and (57), we

have Φ = WH
N C−1WH , where C and W are defined in

Proof of Theorem 2, and ΦH Φ = diag(WH
M , · · · ,WH

M )
UDH DUH diag(WM , · · · ,WM ). Let V := diag(WH

M , · · · ,
WH

M )U. Then, V is a unitary matrix since U and diag(WM ,
· · · ,WM ) are unitary. Then,
(
ΦH Φ +

σ2
n

Ps
IN

)−1

=
(
VDH DVH +

σ2
v

σ2
s

IN

)−1

= V
(
DH D +

σ2
n

Ps
IN

)−1

VH . (65)

Therefore, the (kM + m)-th diagonal element of (65) is
∑N −1

i=0 |[V]kM +m,i |2 [DH D +
σ2

v

Ps
I]−1

i,i . Due to (59) and (60),

changing the variable i with i = lM + q, l = 0, · · · ,K −
1, q = 0, · · · ,M − 1, we have
[
DH D +

σ2
n

Ps
IN

]

lM +q ,lM +q

= |γq + eι2π l/K γM +q |2 +
σ2

n

Ps
,

(66)
and from the definitions of V and U (see (58))

|[V]kM +m,lM +q |2 =
∣∣∣∣

1√
MK

e−ι2πmq/M eι2πkl/K

∣∣∣∣
2

=
1
N

.

(67)
Substituting (66) and (67) into (25) together with the fact
RM M SE (γ) =

∑
k

∑
m log(1 + ρk,m,M M SE (γ)) yields the

desired result (26). �
Proof of Theorem 4: Consider the ZF case first. Note

that the Dirichlet filter γ0 = · · · = γM −1 = 1 and γM = · · · =
γ2M −1 = 0) satisfies the power constraint

∑2M −1
m=0 |γm |2 = M .

From (22), the corresponding rate is given by N log(1 + Ps/σ2
n )

because
∑K−1

l=0
∑M −1

q=0 1/|γq + γM +q |2 = N for the Dirichlet
filter. Next, we show that N is the minimum value of the cost

function
∑K−1

l=0
∑M −1

q=0
1

|γq + dlγM +q |2 for all filters satisfying

the power constraint. For this, we express the power constraint as∑M −1
q=0 gq = M , where gq := |γq |2 + |γM +q |2 . Then, the cost

[BBH ]kM +m,kM +m =
K−1∑

p=0

M −1∑

q=0

∣∣∣∣∣
1√
M

1
K

K−1∑

l=0

eι2π (k−p)l/K

γq + dlγM +q

∣∣∣∣∣

2

=
1

MK2

K−1∑

p=0

M −1∑

q=0

K−1∑

l=0

K−1∑

s=0

eι2π (k−p)(l−s)/K

(γq + dlγM +q )(γ∗
q + d∗sγ∗

M +q )

(a)
=

1
MK2

M −1∑

q=0

K−1∑

l=0

K−1∑

s=0

1
(γq + dlγM +q )(γ∗

q + d∗sγ∗
M +q )

(
K−1∑

p=0

eι2π (k−p)(l−s)/K

)

(b)
=

1
MK

M −1∑

q=0

K−1∑

l=0

∣∣∣∣
1

γq + dlγM +q

∣∣∣∣
2

. (64)
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function is rewritten as

K−1∑

l=0

M −1∑

q=0

1
|γq |2 + |γM +q |2 + 2Re(dlγ∗

q γM +q )

=
M −1∑

q=0

K−1∑

l=0

1
gq + 2Re(dlγ∗

q γM +q )
(68)

For each given q, 2Re(dlγ
∗
q γM +q )>−gq for all l =

0, · · · ,K−1 since |γq + dlγM +q |2 = gq + 2Re(dlγ
∗
q γM +q ) >

0. Furthermore, for any (γq , γM +q ) we have 1
K

∑K−1
l=0 2Re

(dlγ
∗
q γM +q ) = 2

K Re(
∑K−1

l=0 dlγ
∗
q γM +q ) = 2

K Re(γ∗
q γM +q∑K−1

l=0 dl) = 0 since d0 = 1, d1 = eι2π/K , · · · , dK−1 =
eι2π (K−1)/K are located on the complex unit circle with equal
spacing for K > 1. Now applying Jensen’s inequality, we have

1
K

K−1∑

l=0

1
gq + 2Re(dlγ∗

q γM +q )

≥ 1

gq +
1
K

∑K−1
l=0 2Re(dlγ∗

q γM +q )
=

1
gq

since the function
1

gq + x
is convex for x > −gq

and 1
K

∑K−1
l=0 2Re(dlγ

∗
q γM +q ) = 0. Thus, (68) is lower

bounded as

M −1∑

q=0

K−1∑

l=0

1
gq + 2Re(dlγ∗

q γM +q )
≥ K

M −1∑

q=0

1
gq

≥ N
1
M

∑M −1
q=0 gq

= N

by the Jensen’s inequality since 1/x is convex for x > 0 and
gq > 0 for all q. Therefore, the GFDM-ZF rate of any filter
satisfying the power constraint is less than or equal to N log(1 +
Ps/σ2

n ).
In the MMSE case, proof is similar to that of the

ZF case. The Dirichlet filter with γ0 = · · · = γM −1 = 1
and γM = · · · = γ2M −1 = 0 satisfying the power constraint∑2M −1

m=0 |γm |2 = M yields the rate N log(1 + Ps/σ2
n ) be-

cause D(γ) in (26) is D(γ) = 1
1+σ 2

n /Ps
for the Dirichlet

filter. Showing that N log(1 + Ps/σ2
n ) is the best rate for

GFDM with MMSE receivers is the same as that in the
GFDM-ZF case. The cost function in Problem 2 is given by
∑K−1

l=0
∑M −1

q=0
1

|γq + blγM +q |2 + σ2
n/Ps

. Applying the same

techniques as in the proof of ZF case to the convex function
f(x) = 1

x+σ 2
n /Ps

, we have

K−1∑

l=0

M −1∑

q=0

1
|γq + blγM +q |2 + σ2

n/Ps
≥ N

1 + σ2
n/σ2

s

, ∀γ.

Hence, N log(1 + Ps/σ2
n ) is the best rate for GFDM with

MMSE receivers. �
Derivation of Eq. (29): From (12), (54) and (57), we

have x = WH
N C−1WH s = WH

N (UDUH )diag(WM , · · · ,
WM )s, where U and D are defined in (57), (58), (59) and (60),
and hence x[n] can be rewritten as (69) shown at the bottom
of the page. For (69) and (70)–(72) as shown at the bottom
of the page, we changed summation over 0, 1, · · · , N − 1
required for the n-th element of the product WH

N (UDUH )
to double sum over p = 0, · · · ,K − 1 and q = 0, · · · ,M − 1,
and used the fact that diag(WM , · · · ,WM ) is block-diagonal

x[n] =
K−1∑

p=0

M −1∑

q=0

K−1∑

k=0

M −1∑

m=0

1√
N

eι2πn(pM +q)/N [UDUH ]pM +q ,kM +qdiag(WM , · · · ,WM )kM +q ,kM +m skM +m (69)

=
K−1∑

p=0

M −1∑

q=0

K−1∑

k=0

M −1∑

m=0

1√
N

eι2πn(pM +q)/N 1
K

K−1∑

l=0

eι2π (p−k)l/K (γq + eι2π l/K γM +q )
1√
M

e−ι2πmq/M skM +m (70)

=
1√
N

1
K

1√
M

K−1∑

k=0

M −1∑

m=0

M −1∑

q=0

K−1∑

p=0

eι2πn(pM +q)/N e−ι2πmq/M skM +m

K−1∑

l=0

(eι2π (p−k)l/K γq + eι2π (p−k+1)l/K γM +q )

=
1√
N

1√
M

K−1∑

k=0

M −1∑

m=0

M −1∑

q=0

eι2πn(kM +q)/N e−ι2πmq/M skM +m (γq + e−ι2πn/K γM +q ) (71)

=
K−1∑

k=0

M −1∑

m=0

eι2πkn/K

[
1√
K

1
M

M −1∑

q=0

eι2π (n−K m )q/N (γq + e−ι2πn/K γM +q )

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g [(n−mK )m o d N ]

skM +m . (72)
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and [UDUH ]pM +q ,kM +r =

K−1∑

i=0

M −1∑

j=0

[U]pM +q ,iM +j [D]iM +j,iM +j [UH ]iM +j,kM +r

=
K−1∑

i=0

M −1∑

j=0

[
eι2πpi/K

√
K

I
]

q ,j

[D]iM +j,iM +j

[
e−ι2πik/K

√
K

I
]

j,r

=
K−1∑

i=0

eι2π (p−k)i/K

K
[D]iM +q ,iM +q (q = j = r)

=
K−1∑

i=0

eι2π (p−k)i/K

K
(γq + eι2πi/K γM +q ).

(For q �= r, [UDUH ]pM +q ,kM +r = 0.) For (71) we used
the facts that

∑K−1
l=0 eι2π (p−k)l/K = Kδp,k and

∑K−1
l=0

ek
ι2π (p−k+1)l/K = Kδp,k−1 . �
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